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Abstract. SPring-8/LEPS is a GeV photon beam facility for hadron physics. The lin-
early polarized photon beam is produced by backward-Compton scattering of laser pho-
tons from 8 GeV electrons. We have studied photoproduction of hadronswhich contain
strange quarks. In this article, firstly, we report one of the recent results from LEPS, the
κ(800) meson search in theγp→ K∗0Σ+ reaction. Secondly, the status of the construction
of a new GeV photon beam line LEPS II is described.

1 κ(800) meson search in the γp→ K∗0Σ+ reaction

1.1 Introduction

In the quark model, scalar mesons are described as theL = 1 excitation ofqq̄ pair. However, the
assignments to the experimental data are not clear. For example, the Particle Data Group states that
identification of scalar mesons is a “longstanding puzzle” [1]. The existence ofa0(980) andf0(980)
is firmly established, but its internal structure,qq̄ state orqqq̄q̄ state, is under discussion. The lightest
unflavored scalar meson is assigned asf (500) [1], and considered to be chiral partner of pion,σ.
On the other hand, theJP = 0+ partner of the kaon,κ, is not established firmly. The difficulty with
establishing the existence of theσ or κ mesons is that their resonance widths are very broad, (about
400 MeV or wider). Hence they are difficult to observe in partial wave analysis of meson scattering
data. The Fermi lab E781 group reported the existence ofKπ resonance withJP = 0+ in the D-
meson decay [2]. Recently, another evidence has been found from fits to Dalitz plots of final states
in D-meson decay [3]. However, because those analysis doesn’t show a clear mass peak, additional
evidence is desired before theκ meson can be firmly established.

We report on the measurement of linear polarization observables of K∗0Σ+ photoproduction off
proton at LEPS [4]. These observables, the spin-density matrix elements, are sensitive to meson ex-
change int-channel reaction. At the SPring-8, the decay products ofK∗0, K+π− pairs, are detected at
forward angles, wheret-channel reaction is dominant. For theγp → K∗0Σ+ reaction, the theoretical
models at forward angles are rather limited. TheK0 exchange int-channel occurs through the magnetic
coupling ofK∗ to photon. The hadronic coupling of theK0 to the proton,gKNΣ , is already measured
from kaon scattering data [5]. Thus, the theoretical ambiguity is small for this mechanism. Exchange
of a K∗0 in thet-channel is suppressed, since only higher (non-spin-flip) multipolarities can contribute
to this diagram [6]. The contact term is proportional to the vector meson charge, and vanishes for the
neutralK∗0 production. In addition to the mechanisms described above,a scalar meson exchange in
the t-channel can contribute toK∗0 photoproduction. By comparing the experimental data measured
with two theoretical calculation, one with minimalκ meson exchange and the other with substantial
exchange, we can investigate the existence of theκ(800).

The vector meson photoproduction with linearly polarized photons can be used as a parity filter,
which constrainJP of exchanged particles in thet-channel. The polarization observables are measured
from asymmetry in the distribution of azimuthal angle of decay products of the vector meson with
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respect to the polarization angle of the photon. The parity spin asymmetry [6], given in terms of the
spin-density matrix elements byPσ = 2ρ11−1 − ρ

1
00, is particularly sensitive to the role ofκ exchange.

In the case of scalarκ exchange, the parity spin asymmetry is positive, whereas calculations without
theκ (with pseudoscalar kaon exchange only) have negative parity spin asymmetry.

1.2 Experiment

The experiment was carried out at the SPring-8/LEPS facility in Japan. A linearly polarized photon
beam is provided by the backward Compton-scattering of laser photons with 8-GeV electrons. The
energy of photon beam was in the range of 1.5 to 2.96 GeV. The photon beam was incident on a 15
cm liquid hydrogen target. TheK+ andπ− particles were produced and momentum analyzed by the
LEPS spectrometer [7]. To identify candidate events, aK+ track and aπ− track were selected from
the reconstructed masses which are calculated using momenta and time of flight. The vertex of theK+

andπ− tracks were required to be in the region of the LH2 target. TheK∗0Σ+ production events were
selected by identifying a peak ofK∗0 andΣ+ in the invariant mass spectrum ofK+π− system and in
the missing mass of theγp→ K+π−X reaction, respectively. Fig. 1 shows an invariant mass spectrum
of K+π− with Σ+ selection (a) and a missing mass spectrum ofK+π− with K∗0 selection (b). One can
see clear peaks corresponding toK∗0 andΣ+. The decay angular distributions ofK+π− were obtained
in two reference frames, the Gottfried-Jackson (GJ) frame and helicity frame. Then the parity spin
asymmetry was obtained from the spin density matrix elements, as shown in Fig.2. The red and blue
points show the asymmetry calculated in GJ frame and helicity frame, respectively. The solid (dashed)
line is the result of model I (model II) of Ref. [6] atEγ = 2.5 GeV. Model I has almost no contribution
from κ exchange, whereas model II includes substantialκ exchange. Clearly, the observed asymmetry
favors the model II with the contribution ofκ.

Fig. 1. Invariant mass spectrum ofK+π− with Σ+ selection (a) and a missing mass spectrum ofK+π− with K∗0

selection (b).

2 LEPS II experiment

2.1 Introduction

In this section, the status of development of a new GeV photon beam line at SPring-8, LEPS II, is
described. The physics motivation for the LEPS II is described first, followed by the status report of
the construction of LEPS II. The current LEPS is optimized to detect particles produced at forward
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Fig. 2. Parity spin asymmetry (Pσ = 2ρ−1
1−1 − ρ

1
00) in the helicity frame. The data point is averaged over photon

energies from 1.85 to 2.96 GeV. The solid (dashed) line is the result of model I (model II) of Ref. [6] atEγ =
2.5 GeV. Model I has almost no contribution fromκ exchange, whereas model II includes substantialκ exchange.

angles, and the acceptance for particles scattered at large angles is limited. The LEPS has reported
various interesting data on the hadron photoproduction measured in the forward region [8]. One of
the most important motivation to construct LEPS II is the search for a pentaquark candidate,Θ+. The
LEPS collaboration reported the evidence ofΘ+ [9], in contrast, the CLAS collaboration observed
no signal [10]. The inconsistent results of the LEPS and CLAS could be explained by the angular
dependence of the production cross section because the LEPS detector covers very forward angle
region where CLAS experiment doesn’t have sensitivity. If the signal ofΘ+ is confirmed by LEPS
in new data with higher statistics, in order to explain the null result of CLAS, it is indispensable to
measure the production cross section in wide angle region.

One of the other motivations for LEPS II is to investigate the internal structure ofΛ(1405), which
is a candidate of a meson-baryon molecule. Recent theoretical calculations with chiral Lagrangian
and coupled unitary method predict that the mass peak ofΛ(1405) differs for itsK̄N andΣπ compo-
nent [11]. It is important to investigate this two pole structure for the understanding of the internal
structure ofΛ(1405) and theK̄N interaction. Hyodoet al. calculated theΛ(1405)K∗+ production off
proton with linearly polarized photons. Similarly to theκ meson search described in the previous sec-
tion, the spin observables ofK∗+ production can be used as the parity filter for the exchanged particle
in thet-channel. TheK− exchange in thet-channel can be identified from the negative value of the par-
ity spin asymmetry. The negative parity spin asymmetry represents the magnetic coupling ofgγK∗+K− ,
and as a result, the decay angular distribution ofK∗ becomes perpendicular to the polarization angle
of photons. Namely, we can selectK− exchange reaction by selecting events whereK∗+ → Kπ decay
is perpendicular to photon polarization. Thus, Hyodoet al. predicted that the lineshape ofΛ(1405)
changes to have∼ 20 MeV higher mass peak than PDG value whenK− exchange is selected. In order
to reconstruct bothK∗ andΛ(1405), it is necessary to detect all decay products with a large solid angle
detector. The LEPS II experiment is adequate for this measurement, since we can measureK∗Λ(1405)
production with a large solid angle detector and linearly polarized photons.

2.2 LEPS II beam line

The design and status of the construction of LEPS II beam line are described in this section. Figure 3
shows a top view of the LEPS II beam line. The laser photons are injected from the laser room toward
the storage ring of the SPring-8. We use one of four long straight sections of SPring-8, BL31LEP, for
LEPS II. The backward Compton scattering (BCS) of laser photons to 8-GeV electrons takes place in
the straight section, and the scattered photons are irradiated to the target at 150 m downstream from
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the BCS collision point. Thanks to the low angular divergence of the electron beam in the long straight
section, the BCS photon beam is very narrow, and the beam spot size at the target is about a few
millimeters in RMS.

The maximum energy of BCS photons is 2.96 GeV when a 266-nm laser is used. In order to in-
crease the intensity of BCS photon beam, photons from four laser modules are injected simultaneously.
The long straight section of BL31LEP is advantageous to avoid the interference of lasers by changing
the focus points of lasers along with the electron beam. In addition, further improvement of the lumi-
nosity of BCS photon beam is achieved by increasing the collision probability of a laser photon with a
8 GeV electron. The electron beam has ellipsoidal cross section due to the bending magnets in the stor-
age ring. Cylindrical lenses are used to shape the cross section of the laser beam to be ellipse, and the
collision rate of laser photons to electrons gains twice. The beam intensity is 106 cps for 1.5-3.0 GeV
with the 266-nm Ar laser and 107 cps for 1.5-2.4 GeV with the 351-nm solid state laser, respectively.
These are ten times higher than those of the LEPS I. The energy of a BCS photon is obtained by
measuring the momentum of the recoiled electron. The scattered electrons are bended in the bending
magnet of the storage ring more strongly than circulating 8-GeV electrons. Thus, the momentum of
the scattered electron is measured from the position of the electron after the magnet, and the energy
of the BCS photon is obtained. The laser photons are highly polarized (higher than 95 %), and the
BCS process conserves the polarization of photons in head on collision. As a result, GeV photon beam
is also polarized higher than 90 % depending on the energy. Thus, the hadron production experiment
with high intensity and highly polarized photon beam will be possible in LEPS II.
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Fig. 3. Top view of the LEPS II beam line.

2.3 LEPS II detector

Figure 4 shows a schematic view of the LEPS II detector. The LEPS II detector is designed to mea-
sure both charged particles and photons simultaneously. A solenoid magnet for LEPS II is shipped
from USA to Japan in 2011, which was used for the kaon rare-decay experiment at BNL-AGS,
E787/E949 [12]. The inner volume of magnet is 2.22-m long and 2.96-m in diameter. The LEPS II
detector will be installed in the solenoid magnet, which consists of double-sided silicon strip detec-
tors (DSSD), forward drift chambers (FDC), a time projection chamber (TPC), time of propagation
counter (TOP), resistive plate chamber (RPC-TOF), barrel electromagnetic calorimeter (EMCAL), and
aerogelČerenkov counter (AC). Charged particles are momentum-analyzed by the magnetic field of
1 T. Charged particles scattered at forward angles are detected by the DSSD and FDC. On the other
hand, the TPC measures the momentum in the large angle region. The signal ofK−Θ+ production
reported by LEPS is strong in the forward region, where 5< θK− < 15 degrees. Therefore, the momen-
tum measurement at forward angles is required. The momentum resolution of∼1 % is achieved for
1 GeV kaons in the range of polar angleθ > 10◦. The energy and direction of a photon are measured
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with EMCAL, which is shipped from BNL-AGS. The EMCAL is a sampling lead/plastic scintillator
calorimeter with the total radiation length of 14.3X0[12]. The polar angle coverage of the EMCAL is
from 30◦ to 110◦.

The particle identification (PID) of charged particles are performed by TOF method in the low
momentum region and by̌Cerenkov counter in high momentum region. A start signal for the TOF
measurement is provided by the RF signal from the SPring-8 storage ring, which has a time resolution
of 12 ps. Since the speeds of a laser photon and a 8 GeV electron are same, the arrival time of the BCS
photon at the target is synchronized with the RF signal. A stop signal is provided by the RPC-TOF
with ∆t ∼ 50 ps, which is located at the barrel part where the radial distance from the target is about
1 m. The good time-of-flight measurement provides 3σ Kπ separation up to 1.1 GeV/c. On the other
hand, in the higher momentum region than 1.1 GeV/c, Čerenkov counters are employed for PID. The
high momentum particles up to 3 GeV/c are scattered at the forward region. The TOP counters are
used to separate kaons from pions with 3σ in the end-cap region [13]. The TOP counter is made of
a quartz bar, which reconstruct theČerenkov angle using the timing and position information of the
Čerenkov photons traveling in the quartz bar. In addition, threshold type AC counters are used at the
barrel part for theK/π separation. Thee+e− pair production is vetoed at the trigger level using the ultra
low index AC withn = 1.008. The trigger rate of hadron production is estimated to be∼5 kcps, and
a dead-timeless data acquisition system will be developed. The beam commissioning starts in early
2013, and the physics data taking will begin from 2013.

Fig. 4. Schematic view of the LEPS II detector.

3 Summary

In this report, the recent result of LEPS and the prospects of LEPS II have been reported. Firstly,
the measurement of the parity spin asymmetry ofγp → K∗0Σ+ reaction was described in detail. The
large positive value ofPσ is consistent with a theoretical model with substantial contribution ofκ

meson. Secondly, the status of the construction of a new GeV photon beam line at SPring-8, LEPS II,
has described. The beam intensity will be improved one order of magnitude compared to the current
LEPS. The development of a large solid angle detector which can detect both photons and charged
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particles is underway. The beam commissioning starts in early 2013, and the physics data taking will
begin from 2013.
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